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About This Game

Darkness and Flame. Born of Fire - adventure quest game with hidden objects, mini-games, and puzzles, set in a unique fantasy
world, the Fertile Lands, filled with oases and infinite deserts.

A young girl named Alice finds a strange box holding an egg. From that egg a Bird of Fire hatches, and somehow enters right
into the girl, leaving a burn mark on her arm. From that moment on, Alice is part of the eternal battle between Darkness and

Flame. Soldiers are after her, but Alice's father manages to save her - at the price of his life. Forced to flee her home, Alice sets
off to find her only relative - her uncle - someone she has never met. Together they'll have to undergo many trials in all corners

of the Fertile Lands, meet exotic tribes and races, avoid imminent danger, solve dozens of puzzles, and finally face the great evil
threatening the whole fantasy world. Will Alice manage to harness the power of the Flame granted to her by destiny, and save

her lands before they are turned into a lifeless desert?

Game features:
• Bonus chapter featuring a different central character.

• Collections, achievements, morphing objects, bonus puzzles
• Wallpapers, concept art, soundtracks and more.

• Strategy Guide included.

- Immerse yourself in an amazing adventure in a fantasy world
- Meet the peoples of the Fertile Lands

- Solve dozens of puzzles
- Harness the power of the Flame
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- Save the world from a danger threatening to annihilate every living thing
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If you're a fan of visual novels, anime trope parodies, and gal pals, this is a game for you! The writing in SV is very charming,
with the main character Rie having a very distinct voice as the narrator and clever interactions with the other characters in her
world.

The story is about 75% Rie and Licia, 20% tantilizing food descriptions, and 5% the adorable tale of Rie's parents.

The soundtrach is adorably addictive, and all of the game's artwork and sprites are absolutely stunning. I loved doing every run
through of this game!. *Gnome Seal of Approval*
Platformer with a nice atmosphere. You control a group of creatures and have to navigate them all to the end of each level. Each
creature have some special abilities which you have to use in order to help the rest of the group past obstacles.

The negative:
No customizable controls.. A super fun arcade-like twin-stick meets dungeon crawler. Hits all the right spots including plenty of
homage to Gauntlet. If you like either of these genres this comes highly reccommended.. Really enjoying this and have not had
any problems with it using the vive! Has great visuals and free movement or telerport, I was also reluctant to pick this up
because of the negative reviews but glad I did, great puzzle wonderland esque adventure with very convincing graphics which
are at a mind blowingly large scale when you are able to shrink down in size!
Extremely underated & underpriced! You get far more than you pay for in my humble opinion. A good stratagy game with
staightforword diplomacy, economy and, plantary mangement.
I have logged about 30+ hours and see no reason not to play. Game has a good variety of races and is pretty well made overall.
Pretty easy to learn and for the sale price I completely enjoyed my purchase.
The major dowmside is if you leave the game via alt tab or other form of minimizing you haved to restart the game but the
games autosaves after every turn minimize the impavct of this.
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Gas game gotta buy this. who even plays this anymore. WORST GAME EVER, BUT I LOVE IT. There isnt much to do. but i
find it a fun game to mess around with. There are no bugs/glitches (that i know of) but i reccomend playing this if you are
looking for something new to play. Unbalanced gameplay, lame to nonexistent story, graphics nice and atmosperic but not very
diverse. A disaster.
Gestures used in magics interface often hangs for no reason, but only in some scenarios. Some are so uncalibrated that in first
round without any move of the player a 3 star rating is already impossible.
The underlying story outcome is shared by at least 5 movies and 3 games that I know, so nothing new here.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/QaafqGlg8F8

While I was recording the footage for my First Impressions video I was impressed at what 3 students was capable of and at the
same time baffled that the developers would expect a full $10 price tag for a game of this quality. While I do wish to give them
praise, as a YouTube Gaming Critic I have a duty to my channel and my viewers to put them first and unfortunately, Hero does
not live up to it's asking price.

Buggy, glitchy, and full of some exceptionally painful visual and graphical effects. Within the first half hour several elements
were introduced that were clearly meant to have some form of emotional impact, but I found myself having a larger reaction to
the fact the Dragon was forced to destroy the gate before flying over it. Also, the deaths of people that we have been given no
reason to care about, and then are expected to have a reaction towards. This is the underpinning of poor or incomplete story
writing elements.

The combat also is extremely bland and feeling like very little thought was given to it. In addition to that, the audio levels for the
terrible voice acting is all over the place. Some moments glaringly loud while others I could barely even register that there was a
voice.

All in all it was impressive for 3 College students and this would be a very good $1-2 game. But at $10 it just doesn't have the
quality. Give this one a pass until the price comes down.. I actually liked this simple game. Helps that I am chicken obsesed, but
I liked the cute little story. Gameplay is simple and easy and it does have a weird sense of humor. For 99 cents it's a fun little
distraction.. Pretty good and challenging :D
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